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137. Determination of Ko (X ) by Kso(X) or
4.Dimensional CW.Complexes

By Yutaka AND0
Mathematical Institute, Tokyo University of Fisheries

(Comm. by Kenjiro SHODA, M. ,l. A., Sept. 13, 1971)

O. For a connected finite 4-dimensional CW-complex X we denote
the group of stable vector bundles over X by Ko(X), and the group of
orientable stable vector bundles over X by Kso(X). In the previous
paper [2] S. Sasao and the author determined the group structures of
Kso(X) by cohomology rings. In this note we shall determine the
relation between Ko(X) and Kso(X). Our results include that Ko(X)
-Ko(X) /H(X; Z) if and only if SqH(X; Z)-0. The author wishes
to thank Professor S. Sasao for his valuable suggestions.

1 We can easily prove the following
Proposition 1. The sequence

0 >Kso(X)---+ Ko(X)-::+ Hi(X; Z2) >0
is exact, where i is a map which forges he orientation and W1 maps
each class [] to the first Whitney class WI() of a bundle which
represents [].

This proposition shows that Ko(X) is an element o EXT(HI(X; Z),
Kso(X)). So we investigate this group.

Proposition 2 There exists an isomorphism

" EXT(H(X; Z),so(X) > (so(X)/2so(X))
i=l

where r-dim H(X Z.).
Proof. We assume that Hi(X; Z2)-[:1Z[a,], where denotes

the generator. Consider the ollwing exact sequence

0 >H iF H’(X Z) >0
where F is a ree abelian group generated by {f,} such that ](f,)--a,.
By {h,} we denote generators o H corresponding to {2f,} via i. Then
we know that there exists an isomorphism
p" EXT(H’(X; Z), Kso(X))-+HOM(H, Kso(X)) / image HOM(F, Kso(X))
defined as follows. For an exact sequence

0 >Kso(X)---+G .>H(X; Z)-.. 0
we take a set {g,} of elements of G going to {a,}. And we take a set {7,} of
elements of Kso(X) going to {2g,}. Now we put p(G)(h)-7 then p(G)
is uniquely defined as an element of HOM(H,Kso(X))/2HOM(H,Kso(X))
-HOM(H, Kso(X))/image HOM(F, Kso(X)). Let p" Kso(X)--+Kso(X)
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/2o(X) beanatural projection. For any element k in HOM(H,o(X)),
we put q(k)--_ pk(h). Then it is easy to show that the map

q HOM(H, Kso(X))/2HOM(H, Kso(X))- ., (Kso(X)/2Kso(X))
i=l

is bijective. Now -p is the required isomorphism.

Let H(X; Z)Z[q] where denotes the generator of the
group, f." XRP be the characteristic map of q, and $0 be the
canonical line bundle over RP. We take =f($o) in Ko(X) to be
the induced bundle of 0 by f.. Then Proposition 2 shows that (Ko(X))= [2] where [2] in Kso(X)/2Kso(X) is the class represented by

2.
2. Now we assume that H(X; Z)=Z[q].
At first we suppose that 0. Then we have that W()-1+q

for =f($o), where W() is the total Whitney class of . For any
element in Ko(X), we have that

W(2(F)) W(FF)
(w()w())
(1 + a)2(1 + W2(F) +...)2
1 + a+ W(F) +...

1.
Hence the bundle 2(F@F) is non-trivial for any V in Kso(X). Thus we
proved that if a0, then [2F] is non-zero in Kso(X)/2Kso(X).

Secondly we suppose that a=0. Consider the ollowing com-
mutative diagram;

’ o(RP) oKo(X)

e K(X) K(RP) o

f" ’so(PR) o =202 ’ e Kso(X) "
Here c" Ko(X)K(X) is the eomplexifieation and r" K(X)Kso(X) is
the rearization. Then we have that F’=rc(F)-2F. The mod 2 reduc-
tion of the first Chern class of the bundle is s follows.

c(v) " o.=W(F )= W(2F)=a
So there exists an element in H(X; Z) sueh that C(F)=2y. Let
g" XCP be the characteristic map of , and 0 be the canonical
complex line bundle over CP. If we put O--g(o) in K(X), we have
that C(O)=y. So we get the equations that

G(01) =2r c(v).
As the bundles and F are complex line bundles over X, we have that

0=F. And the first Chern class of g(0) is as follows.
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Cl(g())-g(C()) g(2Ct(o)) 2Ct(g(0))
:2C(0)=27.

So we have that g(o)--O.
I we assume that dim X:4, we my use CP for the classifying

space CP in the above. So we have the ollowing commutative
diagram.

g
0: V’, e K(X) : K(CPg {

=’ Ko(X o(CP (.
We will prove that f() can be divided by 2 in Kso(CPg. According
to J. P. Adams [1], we have that K(CP)Z[]+N[], where =-1. As the eomplex line bundle equals to , we have tha the ele-
ment in K(CP) comes from K(S9 in the ollowing diagram.

O- , K(Sg- K(CP) K(S) 0

0 ,Kso(S9 ,Kso(CP)Kso(S9 ,0.

Commutativity o the above diagram shows hat () is divisible by 2 in
Kso(CP). hus we roved that [2]=0 in Kso(X)/Kso(X) if -0.

Summarizing the above, we have
Theorem. et X be eoeeed ite 4-dimeiol W-eomplez

hoeteohomolooN(X ;N) E[]. I

x(g(x;z,o(X (o(X/o(X,
the d@eet mmad (Kso(X)/Kso(X)) o Ko(X) eorreodi to

Remark. This heorem is valid for dim XNT.
3. In this section we give an alieation. Let X be a connected

finite 4-dimensional CW-eomplex. he results of [21 are the following"

If we reresent eohomology groups of X so that they satisfy the
following roperties i)-ii).

i=0 j=l

ro
H4(X; Z) Z[,] + Z[,].

i=l i=l

ro ri

H4(X; Z) E Z[y] + E Z[z]
i=l t=l

+ E E Ez[v].
p: odd primo i=1 j=l

i) x=0, Xo-- or l<]So, and x-2 or li and l]<s.
ii) =i(y), and 2=i(z), where i" H4(X; Z)H4(X; Z).

Then we have that
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si ro
gso(X) - Z2 -F , , Z./l + Z

i=1 j=l

Z
i=l j=si+l p: odd prime i=l j=l

Let us assume that H(X; Z) Z[q], and 0.
a) If -0, there exists an element x in H(X; Z) such that

=x. So we have that 2f($0) is equivalent to the generator of order
2 in Kso(X) (which is in [2]). Thus we have that Ko(X) is isomor-
phic to the group replacing a summand Z with Z in Kso(X).

b) If a 0, we have that ()0 where " H(X Z)H(X Z)
is the connecting homomorphism. The fact that 2()--0 shows that
there exists an element z in H’(X;Z) such that (q)--z. Thus we
have that 2f($0) is equivalent to the generator of order 4 in Kso(X)
(which is in [2]). Now Ko(X) is isomorphic to the group replacing
a summand Z with Zs in Kso(X).
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